Page 2: About Agencies Scheduled for Study

Q1 Please share any comments, suggestions or concerns you may have about these agencies, including any observations about the way the agency shares information online. Please note your responses will be posted online and may be included in a Committee report.

Corrections, Department of

concerned about the response time of guards when incarcerated individual needs help... and the safety risk for both prison and guards SCDC still short staffed. Many facilities still working 1 guard to 2 or 3 dorms at night. The food is still an issue and mold is in several prisons making individuals sick. We need to spend tax dollars on fixing these issues instead of being focused still on cell phones. 10 deaths since October one female at Camille guards did not respond until fire alarm was pulled.. even with individuals screaming for them. May be its time to let the federal government step in safety is a civil right and it is violated every day. The new reclassification is not working when guards make fake charges and the DHO does not give opportunity to file a grievance to dispute charges..if individual is locked down they cannot get to computer to request grievance and individual has to depend on guard to bring a paper request the guards fail to do. please address these issues.. South Carolina is number 3 on list of ten worse prisons in America..lets work to change this..

Page 3: There are three questions seeking general information.

Q2 What is your age? 25-34 years old

Q3 Which best describes your current role? South Carolina resident and do not fall into any of the categories below

Q4 In which county do you live? Berkeley